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by Hilary K. Ham
It’s Thursday night at the Spartan Pub. Smoke is
swirling and beer is flowing as the patrons await another
performance by the latest in musical genres across
America - new wave" bands.
The lead singer, clad in a black-and-white top and
creme-colored tights, steps up to the microphone: "It’s
nice to be back," she pauses, "in Scum Jose.
The rhythm of our music is in and out, not up and
clown," she taunts.
Soon the audience hears the sound of a whizzing
synthesizer, which has all the makings of a spaceship
landing. Then the five-piece band breaks into their
vigorous theme song, "Gotta Join the Invasion."
The Invasion appeared as the 12th performance by
"new wave" bands at the Pub.
Peter Bloom, program board coordinator, is
responsible for the punk rock nights, which started Feb. 7.
"I kept getting calls from small bands who wanted to
know if they could play here," Bloom said. "Since I
couldn’t use the amphitheater or any rooms in the Student
Union, I asked John Carrow ( S.U. Food Service manager )
if he thought scheduling the bands was a good idea."
Carrow liked the idea, and clearance was obtained
from Spartan Shops, which runs the Pub.
"By the second Thursday, business was good enough
that we decided to continue the appearances," Bloom
said.
Although band member Mark Morris explained that
the Invasions is not really a punk rock group but a "rock
and roll band for the ’80s," the majority of groups have
been of the "punk persuasion."
Bloom said a night’s lineup consists of one to three
bands.
Groups such as Das Block, The Suburbs, The Six
O’Clock News, Kid Courage, The Lloyds and Secret

Anonymous" said he likes punk rock because it offers
alternative music and is much more creative than
commercial rock and roll.
According to Bloom, punk rock is "a rejection of pop
music, and I think there’s an undercurrent of unhappiness
with society that makes people want to listen to something
new and different."
Another punk, identified as "Scarlet Aroma," said
she hates "hippies and long hair," so hers is short, like
most punks.
"I don’t want to be the same as everyone else," she
said. "I like to dye my hair different colors; I like to shock
vacant strangers. It makes me different."
If punks offer a different style and sound to the music
scene, then their method of dancing is a part of that difference.
Punk dancing, or "pogoing," is a cross between your
childhood memories of jumping up and down on a
pogostick minus the stick ) and playing bumper cars
( without the cars.
Both Jeff and Scarlet agreed that pogoing is "a lot
more fulfilling than conventional forms of dancing."
"Regular dancing requires thinking," Jeff said. "You
have to conform to a pattern and memorize the steps like
a moronic automaton. I think it is a logical deprogramming, but with punk dancing you are free."
New wave consists not only of punk rock groups, but
new rock bands for the ’80s.
The Invasions, made up of lead singer Flavia, Mike
M,bn
Morris, Bailey, James Ellwin and Phil Marshall, have
New wave fans dance to the rhythm of the rock group the Invasions at the Spartan Pub.
been together a Little more than a year. Since then, they
Service are some of the bands that have played.
Santa Clara Valley, according to Bloom, where new wave have appeared in clubs throughout the Bay Area.
A number of punks from as far away as San Francisco music is presented on a regular basis.
As in much of new wave music, anti-establishment
frequent the new wave gigs. This is the only place in the
One resident punk who goes by the name of "Jeff and political sentiment shines throughout their music.
-continued on page 3
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Student’s alternative to war

Energy corps proposed
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by Ron Regalia
An SJSU clinical philosophy
enior who believes energy conervation is an alternative to world
war is proposing a governmentunded "Youth Service Corps" to
"quicken United States conversion
o solar power."
"The Persian Gulf conflict and
ependence on foreign oil will lead to
"crisis period in energy in this
ountry by 1983-85," according to
eter Jesella.
Unless the United States
_ommits itself to achieving energy
ufficiency, it may "have to go to
ar to defend oil interests in the
ulf," he said.
The nationwide youth corps
ould install the solar technology
greedy being developed in this
ountry, he said. This should "reuce oil imports and alleviate zome
f the pressure in the Persian Colt
rea," he added.
The corps would build or convert
misting homes into "self-sufficient
mits." These homes, run by solar

power, would be completely selfcontained with respect to energy.
About 10 million low-income
homes need insulation or other
energy conservation work, Sen.
Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin said,
according to a November article in
the San Jose Mercury News.
At the rate the Department of
Energy is proceeding, "it would take
to ( the year) 2,010 or 2,020 before it
got done," he added.
Current federal programs only
aid 50,000 of these homes, Jesella
said. The Youth Corps could make
the self-sufficient home a reality for
people who cannot afford to do the
work themselves, he added.
Jesella said the Youth Service
could accomplish this task in two to
three years.
Jesella hopes to implement his
plan through the plan proposed by
Congressman Paul I Pete) McCloskey, R-Menlo Park, whose
National Service Act is now being
debated in Congress.
McCloskey’s bill would require

military registration of 18- to 26year-olds.
Registrees could choose bet-

plementation, the government
would probably lose money, he
added.

ween two years of service with four
years of college benefits, six months
active service with five years in the
reserve, two years of volunteer
civilian service and the draft.

The service, though, would
prove efficient in the long run, he
said. If McCloskey ’s bill is implemented, defense money now
spent on recruitment and advertising would be redirected into
the National Youth Service, he
added.

Jesella’s Youth Service Corps
would be included in the civilian
service option.
According to a poll McCloskey is
conducting in high schools in his
district, 40 percent would opt for the
college benefit program and 37
percent for civilian service if the bill
passed.
"Most people who look at McCloskey’s bill see the draft," Jesella
said. "I want to downplay the
military aspect and push for youth
involvement in the community."
Jesella estimated the cost of his
program at $2.5 to $3 billion. In the
first one to two years of im-

Test planned for grad students
by Hilary K. Hann
As early as next spring,
graduate students at SJSU will be
7equired to take an English corn3etency test before they can
graduate.
Studies
Graduate
The
urriculum Committee now has only
o decide at its next meeting
icheduled for May 14 if students will
lave to take the test upon entering a
graduate program, or sometime
3rior to graduation.
The same committee recomnended last year that the English
!ompetency test become mandatory

for graduate students, but the
University Curriculum Committee
returned the matter to the committee to clarify when specifically
students would have to take the test.
According to Engineering Prof.
Rajinder I,00mba, chairman of the
Graduate Studies Curriculum
Committee, the body will vote May
14 to leave it up to the individual
graduate department to decide when
the test should be administered to
students,
After the move is approved by
both the University Curriculum
Committee and Academic Senate,

probably by next October, the
requirement will apply to incoming
graduate students in spring of 1981.
Loomba said.
The California State University
and Colleges Board of Trustees
recently mandated the competency
test. Each campus in the system
must establish its own standards for
the test. It will include both essay
and objective-type questions.
"This is just recognition of the
fact that problems with writing and
reading skills go right up to the
graduate level," said English Prof.
Rex Burbank, a member of the
University Curriculum Committee.

"These projections are purely
speculation on my part now,"
Jesella said. "I don’t have the
financial resources to prove them."
In the past year,
corresponded, largely
mail, with numerous
and business officials
country.

Jesella has
through the
government
across the

He has sent copies of his
proposal to 50 newspapers, 80 lobbying agencies and 45 federal
departments in Washington, D.C.,
and more than 300 industries.
Jesella has also contacted every
United States congressman.
Response has been "hesitant in
the sense that a lot of people agree
with my ideas but are not willing to
commit themselves to publicly push
them," Jesella said.
James Kane of the U.S.
Department of Energy, and
Congressman Norman Mineta, DSan Jose, in responses to Jesella,
both favored an energy selfsufficiency plan but rejected the
singling out of young people for
mandatory community service.
"Requiring young people to
provide inexpensive labor is unfair
and exploitive," Mineta said.
-continued on page 3
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Bill may extend
refugee students’
resident status
by Yasunori Chiba
Passage of an assembly bill
which would affect students with
refugee status is uncertain.
The existing laws, which is effective until June 30, provides that a
student with refugee status is entitled to resident classification and
need not pay non-resident tuition
fees at state universities and
colleges, including SJSU, if he or she
has lived in the state for one year.
The bill AB 2619, introduced
by Assemblymen Peter Chacon, DSan Diego, and Paul Bannai, R-Los
Angeles, would extend the law until
June 30, 1985.
The bill was sent to the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee through the Assembly
Education Committee at the
beginning of April, but has not been
scheduled for review yet, according
to Moni Zancamt, a legislative
assistant for the chancellor’s office
for California community colleges.
"We haven’t heard any opposition,- said Zancamt. "All three
segments of higher education
I University of California system,
(7alifornia State University and
Colleges system and California
Community Colleges system)
support the bill."
The bill is one of approximately
500 bills to be reviewed by the
Assembly Ways and Means Committee by next Thursday. If the bill
does not pass through the committee
by then, it would mean that the bill is
dead, according to Alicia Ramirez,
another legislative assistant for the
chancellor’s office.
In case the bill does not pass,
those students who still have refugee
status, will have to pay tuition next

fall as non-residents, according to
Amber Brazil, a research analyst
for the Office of Admissions and
Records. The non-resident tuition is
set for $72 per unit for fall 1980.
There are 91 students enrolled at
SJSU this semester who claimed
refugee status, according to Brazil.
Of the 91 students, 67 are not
paying non-resident tuition under
the existing law because they lived
in California for more than one year,
and 24 are paying the tuition as outof-state students.
The
one-year
period
of
residency to be classified as a
California resident is required for
any student from another state.
For instance, if a student from
Nevada is enrolled at SJSU without
living in California more than one
year, he is then classified as a nonresident and has to pay non-resident
tuition. But after one year in
California, the student is classified
as a resident and does not pay the
tuition, Brazil explained.
The refugees, mostly Indochinese, enter this country after
they register with the Immigration
and Naturalization Service ( INS).
Then, they can apply for immigrant
status. Once they attain immigrant
status, they can attend schools
without paying the out-of-state
tuition fee. However, the INS takes
at least 18 to 24 months to issue
immigrant status, explained Dru
Redwind, an assistant director of
admission operations who is
responsible for determining the
status of applicants.
There are 104 applicants for fall
1980 who have a refugee status as of
January and there should be more
now, Brazil said.

impact
Students’ future unclear
in faculty review process
This is the last part of a series on
.ossible layoffs of SJSU employees.
oy Boni Brewer
It’s not clear what kind of input
tudents should have in determining
acuity merit if that system were
ised to decide who would be laid off
11. SJSU, instead of the current
eniority system.
SJSU students, faculty and
Arninistration do not even agree on
ow students should fit into the
urrent review process for retenion, tenure and promotion ( RTP) of
3culty.
Some students say their current
iput is ineffective.
Biological Sciences student Phil
ayes said that the Tower List
which is not used in RTP reviews)

and class evaluations are not by
themselves enough to insure tr.r.%lity
teaching.
"A teacher expects to be
somewhat secure after many
years," Hayes, a junior, said. "But
before they get it ( tenure), students
should have more input."
Hayes said that if the
Proposition 9 income tax -cutting
initiative passes on June 3 and direct
layoffs occur, people with tenure
should be protected.
But if layoffs are ongoing, the
university "should look at the
teacher’s ability to meet student
needs.
"Tenure should be a steppingstone," Hayes said, "but not above
the law."
Currently, faculty RTP reviews

must go through committees at the
department, school and universitywide levels before final approval by
the university president.
The most important aspect to be
considered in reviews is the faculty
person’s teaching effectiveness,
according to Academic Senate
policy.
But the department committee
also
evaluates
research,
professional or artistic achievement
and contributions to the university.
Students have tried unsuccessfully to get departmental
input on RTP committees for the
last 10 years.
Those attempts looked like they
might have a chance until January,
when the CSUC Board of Trustees
overturned its decision made two

months earlier to allow non-voting
participation.
The board’s decision stemmed
from strong faculty lobbying, according to Associated Students
President Nancy McFadden.
SJSU’s Academic Senate was
one of only three (SUC campuses
approving of student input on an
in
But
experimental basis.
December, 304 SJSU faculty polled
student
of
disapproval
voiced
participation of any kind in RTP,
while only 68 approved.
The issue remains unresolved,
but McFadden said the California
State Students Association will take
the matter back to the trustees,
possibly at their meeting this month.
Among faculty objections to
student input in RTP is that it
destroys the concept of peer review.
Only tenured faculty can serve on
RTP committees.
Non -tenured faculty are not
allowed on committees, apparently
to avoid competition entering into
the RTP process.

by Rohm Sager Whanev
Robert Sasseen
Associate Academic Vice President Robert Sasseen rejected the argument that because students are
the people paying for education,

they should have more input in personnel decisions.
"The consumer analogy fails,"
Sasseen said. "Students are not
consumers of a measurable product.
"Most students don’t give a
scholarly
conabout
damn
tributions," Sasseen continued. "I
think it’s crucial to keep the
discipline alive."
Many faculty feel that students
aren’t equipped to judge a teacher’s
research or knowledge in the field
being taught.
But McFadden argued that
students should have input in all
aspects of the review - including
research - to insure that teaching
effectiveness is indeed the prime
consideration.
Serving as a "watchdog" for the
committee, she said, does not mean
students have to actively involve
themselves in the research
questions.
Sasseen warned that students
might base their opinions of
teachers on popularity grounds.
-continued on page 3
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Prop. 9 feeds on voter ignorance
by Ron Regalia
Staff %triter

In the June state election,
people, particularly students, will
have a rare opportunity to vote on a
measure which would directly affect
their lives. I am speaking, of course,
of Proposition 9.
Prop. 9, regardless of the
eventual magnitude of its impact,
would probably result in large
budget cuts at the state and local
levels. Some areas, specifically
education, culture and recreation,
may be devastated.
The 50 percent reduction in state
income tax under Prop. 9 would
drastically reduce a major source of
state income. Those who believe this
cut would be assessed in the
government bureaucracy are only
kidding themselves.

mendable initiative. Taxes at both
the national and state level are too
high. People are being forced to
finance wasteful bureaucracies, legislatures and defense programs.
If somebody can assure me that
Prop. 9 will result in more efficient
government, I will vote for it. Unfortunately, this won’t happen.
The problem is that most voters
see only the principle and are too
apathetic to learn or follow through
on a tax cut’s effects. People say
government is too big, but how many
are willing to do something about it?
One person who is willing, A.S.
vice president Kiran Majithia, is
pushing an initiative for the
November ballot which would
prevent severe educational cuts in
the aftermath of Prop. 9. This is a

supposedly elected to work for the
people’s best interests continue to
take vacations, drive expensive cars
and live in hilltop homes paid for
with our money.
Prop. 9, because of the unique
conditions, would have a far greater
impact than Prop. 13. Not only are
we still paying for the latter tax cut,
but the government has to contend
with the Gann initiative passed last
November.
That proposition wiped out the
state surplus, which had been
helping to cushion the impact of
Prop. 13. Without that surplus, all
revenue losses resulting from Prop.
9 ( and Prop. 13) would have to be
countered with budget cuts.
The fiscal austerity now is only a

’People say government is too big, but how many
are willing to do something about it?’
When voters successfully cut
taxes, the basic result is a backlash
on local programs and service
reductions. The possibility that
waste in government, such as
outrageous compensation for
representatives, be reduced is just
not considered.
One has only to study the results
of Proposition 13 to see this. Since
the passage of that initiative, in
theory identical to Prop. 9, libraries,
parks and schools have been closed
while government spending and the
bureaucracy continue to expand.
Why do people tolerate this?
Prop. 9, in principle, is a corn-

legitimate step because it doesn’t
eliminate the idea of tax cuts
altogether.
The results of voter apathy is a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Prior to
elections, the government tells us
that tax cuts must involve tradeoffs. Plans are made to compensate
from the bottom up, as parks,
schools and libraries are left out of
contingency budgets. Ironically,
these budgets eat up still more of our
tax money.
When the tax cut passes, these
plans are implemented by smiling,
overweight
bureaucrats
and
politicians. "Representatives"

taste of what faces the state in the
aftermath of Prop. 9. Even if the
projected cuts prove over-inflated,
we are in for hard times.
If Prop. 9 passes, tuition will be
instituted in the California State
University and Colleges system.
That alternative is far more lenient
to political’ ambitions than faculty
layoffs, closed campuses or reduced
enrollment.
Many students will tolerate
tuition, but unemployed faculty and
those who are denied college access
or must live with devastated degree
programs will more likely seek
governmental changes.

To believe, though, that no
faculty or program cuts will be
assessed is foolish. Howard Jarvis,
Prop. 9’s founder, has admitted that
he favors cuts in state education.
The major cuts will probably occur at the elementary and high
school levels, where tuition is not a
possible alternative or cushion. In
the colleges, young innovative instructors, mainly minorities and women, will be fired.
Education has been tabbed to
receive the brunt of Prop. 9 cuts, but
cultural programs have also been
slated for removal.
In San Jose, for example,
proposed Prop. 9 budgets have
eliminated city funding to the Fine
Arts Commission and all cultural
programs. These programs include
the San Jose Symphony, the Civic
Light Opera, the San Jose Museum
of Art and the Ballet Association
Many of these programs will
probably survive, but without a
major source of funding over
$400,000), they are doomed to severe
cutbacks. San Jose, already a
cultural sewer, cannot afford these
losses.
The major problem facing local
government is that there are few
other places to cut. Unlike the state
bureaucracy, which has and will
remain virtually intact amidst
revenue losses, the local governments have been stripped to the bare
bones by Prop. 13, the Gann
initiative and cuts in state and
federal aid.
Services are already inadequate
in many areas. Asking local
governments to cut back even more

is unreasonable.
Political involvement in this
country is almost nonexistent at
levels.
socio-economic
some
Students are traditionally one of the
nation’s most apathetic groups in
terms of voting.

how the system works.
Education will be a key factor in
the fate of Prop. 9. The people who
oppose the initiative will be those
who are learned and analytical
enough to see beyond the tax cut.
Measures like Prop. 9 feed on

’If opposition eases up now,
the initiative will probably pass.
One factor has been an attitude
among people that voting isn’t
worthwhile. Too many issues and
voting decisions are perceived as not
directly affectiny us. Why should a
minority, for eAample, vote for
representatives who have little or no
concern for minority problems?
Admittedly, voting often accomplishes nothing. Electing Carter
to office didn’t solve any of this
country’s problems or reduce the
power of Congress and the
bureaucracy. In the case of Prop. 9,
however, voting will make all the
difference.
Prop. 9 will affect everybody.
Educational cuts are not just a
student issue. Economic and social
growth, more effective government
and better living conditions depend
on a system which turns out skilled,
knowledgeable and politicallyaware people.
The factor which consistently
appears in studies of voting patterns
is the level of education. Educated
people tend to be more politically
involved because they are aware of
the issues and better understand

ignorance.
Current polls indicating that
Prop. 9 is losing popularity are
encouraging, but should not be
trusted. Polls are often inaccurate,
and if the opposition eases up now,
the initiative will probably pass.
Prop. 13 was an overwhelming
success because most voters had no
idea of a tix cut’s side effects. The
arguments against Prop. 9 are based
largely on what happened after
Prop. 13 and should be considered
before voting.
Students, who compose a
potentially huge voting block in this
state, will probably determine the
fate of Prop. 9. If they vote, the
initiative could lose. If they don’t it
will undoubtedly win.
Prop. 9 could shape the lives of
Californians for years to come. Its
influence will reach far beyond a
simple tax cut. Whether or not the
initiative passes, voters should take
a long look at their political system.
Believe me, there are no easy
answers and Prop. 9 will only make
them more difficult to find.

Funerals should be inexpensive, simple
by Ellen Goodwin
Staff Writer

Though some may desire a solid
mahogany casket, mammoth floral
arrangements and a 300-voice choir
shaking the foundations of Notre
Dame Cathedral with booming
rounds of Handels’ Hallelujah
chorus, I hope for a simple farewell.
Perhaps this hope was born on
one of those clear winter afternoons
i which they all seemed to be for
some reason), when I found myself
an observer of a traditional funeral.
From the moment I entered the
funeral home on these occasions, I
felt as though I had entered another
world, a world where somber-faced
men wearing conservative black
suits are paid to move slowly and
ooze a kind of restrained sympathy
as they greet mourners at the door.
Beyond these black -suited
sentinels of sobriety, there always
lays a thing quite disconcerting.
and, in my opinion, quite unnecessary a dead person.
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Although I don’t lie awake late
at night worrying about it, the idea
of having my friends and family see
me for the final time lying in a
padded box my body pumped full
of embalming fluid, my face
serenely posed pins are sometimes
stuck into corpse’s mouths to
achieve this perfect expression),
hands folded peacefully and skin
caked with make-up to produce a
does not
healthy, glowing color
wildly appeal to me.
I suppose this final display is
meant to give mourners one last
glimpse, a mental picture to hold
onto forever.
Though the memories of those
people who file past an open casket
might well contain living pictures of
the dead person. I have to wonder
whether this final death glimpse
might not always linger somewhere
in their minds.

magically turned off.
At another funeral, mourners
faced a huge, sweeping mountain
scene complete with a brilliant
rainbow. It looked like something
out of a children’s storybook.
Perhaps my greatest reservation as far as traditional funerals
go, however, is cost.
The funeral industry in the
United States brings in PI billion a
year.
Unfortunately, people must
often make funeral arrangements
while still in a state of shock over the
death of a loved one. In this condition, they often have little
resistance to high-pressure sales
pitches, sometimes designed to play
upon their grief or guilt.

I think most of us would rather
be remembered as living people
than works of art created in the back
room of a funeral home.

Perhaps this is why people
spend large amounts of money,
money that could well be put toward
the living, to buy extravagant boxes
with satin linings and box springs,
expensive flowers, special clothes
for the dead person and all the other
trappings of a traditional funeral.

I also dislike the false serenity of
funeral homes. I remember one that
had a small indoor garden with a
trickling waterfall. When someone
was about tO speak, the waterfall

There is an alternative to all
this. In recent years, various
memorial societies have formed
which offer members simple funeral
services and burial.

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:

Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.

Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office QC 208 between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. eokdays or by mail to
the Forum I.age. c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.

The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
ami)unt of comment as appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and International affairs.

Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the (’ity Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
eeded.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privicy or libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
Announcements of meeting times,
displays and other minor releases
should be submitted at the Daily
office in the Spartaguide boxiocated
against the west wall of the office.

For a very low price, these
groups pick up the body and transport it to a licensed mortuary,
where it is either cremated or
prepared for immediate burial
( embalming is optional) in a simple
wooden box.

These groups also file the death
certificate and sometimes offer
advance planning for simple
memorial and funeral services.
Not only are members spared
the great expense of a normal

funeral, they are also spared the
pain of making arrangements immediately after a death.
Knowing that my own funeral
will be quick, cheap and simple, I
can now rest in peace.

letters
Provoked
Editor:
Hilary Hann’s forum piece
attacking the published works of
Watergate offenders provoked me to
offer the following observations.
While it is apparent that the
monetary gains realized by these
offenders may be distressing to
some, these books to indeed serve a
valuable purpose.
It would appear that Ms. Hann
prefers not to be reminded of such
and
shattering
"horrible,
degrading" episodes such as
Watergate. She seems to promote
the adage, "Out of sight, out of
mind." An unrealistic as well as
dangerous attutide such as this can
only serve to perpetuate a repeat of
Watergate.
The same conditions of greed,

pressure and ambition prevail in
today’s political arena as during Mr.
Nixon’s ill-fated administration.
Only by using Watergate as a
precedent of the inevitable misuse of
political power, may we hope to
restrain our representatives of the
executive, as well as legislative
branches of government.
To help achieve this goal, we
must not shun the works presented
by the culprits of Watergate, but
accept them for what they are an
account which can be told only by
those in a position to tell it, the
criminal himself.
I have a question for Ms. Hann.
Have you read John Deans "Blind
Ambition?" If not, I suggest you do
( especially before you base an
assumption on a book you know
nothing about). If you did read it,
shame on you. You’re supporting a

"ruthless criminal," to use your
words.
John Gamboa
Aeronautical Engineering,
junior

Question
Editor:
I have only one question: Why is
it OK for some people to commute
long distances in huge RVs and El
Dorados and it isn’t OK for "kids" to
drive up and down a short length on
a street for a short time ( basically
all cruising is)?
This poses another interesting
question. The older you get, the
more gas you get to use wasteful or
not?
Michele Kveck
Administration of Justice,
senior
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Students input debated
in faculty review process
continued from page!
tor in
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especially in tenure cases.

A few years ago, he said, there
was an alcoholic professor who kept
missing classes. But because
"everyone loved him" when sober,
students "lied" to administration
about the teacher and "said he
hadn’t missed a day," Sasseen said.
The instructor has not been
identified. The chairman of the
department he taught in, however,
said the problem wasn’t that
students wouldn’t complain, but that
they were unwilling to sign their
names to anything.
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McFadden didn’t totally reject
arguments that students would base
their input on a teacher’s popularity
or have trouble keeping committee
information confidential.
But she said these problems can
apply "just as easily" to faculty.
"We might say faculty would
stress politics, where students
wouldn’t," McFadden said.
Yearly student evaluations,
taken in both "multiple choice" and
"free response" forms, are required
by the CSUC Board of Trustees to be
used in RTP considerations.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
said the evaluations "play an important role" in all levels of RTP,

But McFadden said there is no
way for students to know how much
impact the evaluations have
because students can’t sit in on
reviews.
And it is not established how the
evaluations are to be used for full
professors who are no longer subject
to review, she said.
-If they ( full professors) keep
their noses clean," said Biology
Department Chairman Joseph
Young, "evaluations are locked up
in the department office."
While class visits are required
for faculty in RTP reviews, they can
also be made for full professors
when problems of teaching come to
the department’s attention. And the
department may make recommendations for improvement.
A 1978 Academic Senate policy
states that present and former
students may give oral and/or
written testimony about a teacher
directly to RTP committees.
That provision is what caused
Phillip Jacklin, associate professor
of philosophy, to be fired last
December for "unprofessional and
immoral conduct."
Charges were brought by five
women students who said Jacklin
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Campus recruits sought

made sexual advances in his faculty
of fice.
After investigation, Jacklin
refused to resign.
But it’s harder to prove a faculty
member is either incompetent or
racist or sexist in grading, according to Young, because teachers
often don’t realize their own biases.
No teacher in the California
State University and Colleges
system has ever been fired for incompetency.
Young said there should be a
systematic de-tenuring process
where professors "not cutting the
mustard" - based in part on student
evaluations - could be given 5
percent incremental salary cuts for
up to five years before complete detenureship.
"That would give them plenty of
time to shape up," he said. "And it
would satisfy students."
But Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns warned that the approach could be considered
"punitive." He suggested that pay
increases for full professors could be
staggered to reward those who "are
good."
"It’s not a popular idea and I’m
not sure I- endorse it," Burns said.
"But it is just one possibility."

’Punk rockers’ storm pub
-continued from page 1
A tune called "The
Proper Bitch" is dedicated
to the Ayatollah Khomeini:

they also pay the bands to
perform.
According to Bloom,
payment for the bands does
not come from the
Associated
Students
Program Board, which
funds
most
SJSUsponsored
musical
engagements.

"He’s a proper bitch
and he’s always quick to
say no way U.S.A. He
doesn’t like your way,
and he’s not afraid to
say so."

Since only people over
the age of 21 can get into
the Pub, a portion of the
student body is prohibited
from
attending,
and
therefore, Spartan Shops
must pay for the bands.
A.S.P.B. is allocated funds
from Associated Students.

Another, called "War
Monger," is dedicated to
former governor Ronald
Reagan and his current
foreign policy stance, and
yet another to President
Jimmy Carter called
"Fool’s Gold."

your

Vista and Peace Corps

According to Morris,
the group has geared their
music to middle-class
America.
"We’re trying to inon
ourselves
vade
everybody," Bailey said,
explaining the group’s
name. "That’s why it’s
plural and not just one.
"We’re not from Mars,

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
1 oiv ersity Community
Since 1934
iliSPS 509-410i
Second class postage paid at San
Jose. California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San
Jose State University . during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily thus,. of the Associated Students. the University Ad.
ministration or the DeparUnent
of Journalism and Advertising
Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder iif semester basis
Full academie year. $15 Each
semester, $750
tfff-campus
price per copy. 15 cents F’hone
Editorial 277-3181 Advertising
277-3171 Printed by Nowels PubMations

"I don’t discuss how
much we pay the bands,"
Bloom said. "Because
we’re non-profit, they
accept a relatively low
amount of money."

y Mark Crosse

but we want to invade
people’s consciousness to
make them wake up and do
something about their
lives."
People these days are
too apathetic about what’s
going on around them,
Morris said.
"Instead of just taking
the word from the
newspapers they read, they
should get out and see
what’s really going on," he
said.

people away because the
Pub ’vas just too crowded,"
he said.
There is no cover
charge to see the Pub
performances
Bloom said although
the nights help boost the
Pub’s business, it’s a
"break-even situation" for
Spartan Shops because

Since violence broke
out in the Pub on March 29,
Bloom said the Pub has
"tried to take as many
measures as it can to
contain the crowd the
bands draw by rearranging
tables and making a larger
dance floor."
There have been no
similar incidents since that
night, when some patrons
started a rabble-rousing
match which led to a table
being knocked over and
people being shoved.

"There have been
times when we had to turn
1111IhhI
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Manpower has
hundreds of jobs

II

Nis

I

-Now.
Clerical - Administrative - Secretarial
PBX- File Clerks - A/P, A/R Clerks
Accounting Clerks - Word Processors
Assembly- Production - Warehouse
Ship/Receive - Sales - Canvassing

1;11ii

We have openings all over the Bay Area, a choice
of locations, lobs, duties, long or short term assignments

II

111

Summer Jobs

ilil

1111

Daily Interviews
8 AM - 5 PM

II
Ph
II

Manpower offices
3358 Stevens Creek Blvd . San Jose
Oakr,dge Mall, San Jose
4333 El Camino, Palo Alto
480 South Ellsworth, San Mateo
#9 Rancho Del Mar. Aptos
/01 South Main Street. Salinas

E
CIO.

TE,MPO,TARY ,,,Sp RVIES

S.U. Ballroom
8 P.M.

ENTERTAINMENT
BUSINESS
III!
SYMPOSIUM

On -Campus Interviews
May 7
10 AM 3 PM
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May 12, 1980
NO ADMISSION
CHARGE

Diane Rapaport, author of
"How to Make and Sell Your
Own Records," Hewlitt Crist
of Red Dirt Productions, and
Edward Hearn, an atorney,
will do a FREE SEMINAR
on "Making Contacts in the
Music Business."
Sponsored 90 Assn(

Students Program doard

work, which is one year for VISTA
and two years for the Peace Corps,
volunteers are paid a subsistence
allowance.
"Having lived without a lot of
things, I think I could du without a
lot of things now," said SJSU senior
and campus
Peace Corps
representative Wendy Ressum.
Ressurn spent three years working
as alP teacher on the South Pacific
island of Tonga with the Peace
Corps.
"I got a better view of the outside world," Ressum said.
Both the Peace Corps and
VISTA "try to help people supply
basic human needs and make them
self-sufficient," Ressum said. -Both
work to improve a community."

Persons interested in working
with the Peace Corps, which
operates in 58 countries throughout
South America, Central America,
Africa, Asia and the South Pacific,
or VISTA, which has volunteers in
rural and urban communities
throughout the United States, can
obtain further information at a table
in front of the Student Union today
and tomorrow.
Volunteers must be at least 18
years old and in good health for both
programs. During their period of

In the United States, VISTA

II

Ill

volunteers try to organize communities, according to Maggie
Dowd, who works with VISTA in San
Francisco. Dowd worked with
migrant farmers in Oregon for one
year and battered women in Alaska
during a second year.
According to Ressum, a college
degree is not absolutely required for
volunteers.
Experience, skills, or el
willingness to be trained in a needed
field, can also be useful to volunteers, Ressum said.
Students from both technical
and non -technical fields can
volunteer, Ressum said.
VISTA and Peace Corps, both
funded by the U.s. government, only
send volunteers to countries where
they have been requested, Ressum
said.

Conservation plan praised
-continued from page 1
said.
Letters from the assistant to Fresident Carter and
Jesella was drafted in July 1972 and elected to enter
other White House sources praised Jesella’s concerns the Air Force. At the time, Jesella had "no inclination to
with energy conservation and solar power, but neglected go into the military stall.’’
to discuss the specific Youth Corps proposal.
James Walter, of Shell Oil Co., said the proposal was
worth discussion. Phillips Petroleum declined to publicly
support the "innovative" plan.
Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin, D-San Diego, said
he appreciated Jesella’s support of McCloskey’s National
Service Act. "The Youth Corps could do more in the
energy conservation area than in any other sector," he
added.
SWAMMEIKTVAE *
Wring 611UFL Lwitse FS EAW!
Jesella’s current aim is to generate a "public
Join Ilie oilier summer session sItidents whip
awareness" of his Youth Service Corps idea. He admitted
have found living in our residence halls an
that no simple solutions to the energy problem exist, and
easier way to go to school.
he may be "mistaken" in some aspects.
For Infor mania] or Application, Call:
"This energy problem could be talked about until the
S.J.S.U. Housini Office, (408)277-2126
trash man collected it," Jesella said. McCloskey’s bill is a
way to put some of these ideas into action, he added.
A nuclear power plant is only good for 25 years, he
said. The problems of plant accidents and disposal of
radioactive wastes are a definite threat to human life, he
added.
One factor in favor of the Youth Corps is the Carter
Administration’s "commitment to solar energy," Jesella

EARN SUMMER FUND $
AND STILL HAVE TIME
FOR SUMMER’S NUN

eTEMpORARiES

bair haver)

I emporary

Personnel Service

no fee

Haircut with Blow Dry

Regular $18.00

NOW

$12.50

On -Campus 5 6, 5 7
Building Q. Rm, 84
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
or call 289-9800

FOR MEN
Regular $15.00

NOW

0

Ti

FOR THE LADIES

$10.00

STUDENT DISCOUNT on Perms
Fe, Piercing-Gold or Jeweled S uds
Open 6 Days -Mon hru Sol Wed & Thor,, Eve

20’.

733$ Bollinger Rd.
Cupertino

725-0400

Bolling*,
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RdLA

SUMMER
& FALL
HELP
NEEDED

MAKING CONTACTS
IN THE MUSIC
BUSINESS

Bloom said attendance
on Thursday nights has
grown steadily.

by Ellen Goodwin
Students interested in
everything from agriculture to
economics can find a place in the
Peace Corps or VISTA, according to
representatives of these groups now
on campus.

If you can start
work July 1, 1980,
August 1, 1980, or
August 25, 1980,
apply at the Bookstore
office. Possibilities
are available for
summer help to
continue through the
Fall semester. We
are an equal
opportunity employer.
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HAIRSTYLING
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Heartbreak Hotel
Dave Kellogg, Associate Sports Editor

Everybody loves a cliche ... well, almost
If sports cliches and terminology were around back
then "Our backs are against the wall, There’s no
tomorrow, but winners never quit and quitters never
win." - Pope in the midst of the Reformation.
"He’s got a live arm. He’s a blue chipper who could be
a freshman sensation and will make an immediate contribution." - Lorenezo de Medici on highly-touted rookie
Michelangelo.
"We’ll put dur best on the field and hope we get some
breaks. I could go either way" - Joe Stalin on the upcoming conflict with the Capitalist Pigs.

down to the wire" and so forth. But to hear people who
hate sports talk about "switch hitters, throwing in the
towel, team efforts" and so forth is seems rather strange.
Upon closer examination, however, the wide use of
such phrases is easily explained.

profound.
Athletes and coaches love to talk about how they want
to take "only one one game at a time," that their opponents "put their pants on one leg at a time."

Call Pete Rose a -switch hitter" in the ball park and
you’ll be ovserving a fact. Call him a "switch hitter" in
certain bars, you’ll get a fat lip.

Not too many teams, in fact none to my limited
memory, have played more than one game at a time and
except for certain gymnasts, all athletes put their pants
on one leg at h time.
These are metaphors not meant to be taken literally,
but are so overused that the only refreshing way to take
them is literally.

Joe Namath allegedly hit a lot of "home runs" and
Sports cliches and terminology touch everyone at
sometime or another and dominate the lives of sport- often -scored," but he never played baseball and as a
crippled quarterback rarely limped into the end zone.
swriters like me.
Cliches and terminology are also excellent ways to
athletes
and
coaches
hear
to
normal
only
It seems
it sound
spout out phrases like "blue chipper, won in the trenches, sum up the obvious and yet somehow make

Sports cliches and terminologies are also excellent in
labeling people who defy description.
"Veritible veterans, sophomore stallwart, freshman
sensation" are labels freely bandered about in sports and
social circles, and are almost interchangable.

Sports cliches and terminologies wrap things into neat
little packages that can mean just about anything the user
wants them to.

Speed freaks get their fix at Laguna Seca

6-4, and Paulsen beat Peter
Fahey, 6-3, 7-6.
With the anticipated
win in the No. 1 doubles
match against underdog
Fresno State, uncompleted
at press time, SJSU finished the tournament with
38 points, while Long Beach
State ended up with 32.

With the No. I doubles
match still in progress,
Coach Butch Krikorian’s
Spartans had clinched the
title late yesterday afternoon in the two-day event
which began Monday.

UC-Santa Barbara finished third with 24 points,
Fresno State fourth with 22,
followed by UC-Irvine, 20,
Utah State, 10, Fullerton
State, 5, and University of
the Pacific, 2.

Championship final
victories by Spartan No. 1
seed Nial Brash, No. 4 seed
Rich Carlsen and No. 5
seed Don Paulsen, clinched
the title for the second consecutive year for SJSU.

The Spartans’ margin
of victory would have been
even greater had not No. 2
seed Paul Batten and No. 6,
Jeff Everist, lost their semi-final matches. Batten
dropped a 7-5, 6-7, 6-2 decision to Santa Barbara’s
Scott Pedolla, and Everist

Sc Je f f Maloney

Problems again at Spartan Stadium
by Dave Meltzer
Due to a lack of communication between the previous
San Jose Earthquakes’ management and the SJSU
Athletic Department, two games will be played Saturday
at Spartan Stadium.
The Alumni vs. varsity spring football game is
scheduled for 1 p.m. that afternoon. The Earthquakes will
play the New England Tea Men that evening in a
scheduled 8 p.m. start.
"The basic problem is that the Earthquakes never
checked with the university when making out their
schedule." SJSU associate men’s athletic director Jon
Crosby said.
"It was done by the old guard I owner Tony Kovacs,
general manager Ben Reichmuth )," Crosby added.
-They never even had the courtesy to send us a
schedule," Crosby said. "We found out about it i that there
would be a conflict through their pre-season ads about
two or three months ago.
"By then we already had the spring game planned,"
Crosby said.
’The previous general manager i Reichmuthl came
up with the dates without clearing them with SJSU,"
Earthquakes’ public relations director Steve Des Georges
said. "We had no idea they had a game scheduled when we
made out our schedule.
-Because of what’s happened so far two games
postponed ) we didn’t want to change any more dates,"
Des Georges added.
-We’ve got to put faith in the groundskeepers to get
the field in shape for our game," Des Georges said.
’ ’There’s really not much else we can do because we’re
only tenants."
The field will be covered with lines Saturday afternoon, as the boundaries and yard-markers for both
football and soccer will be on the field.

The plan now is that after the footgall game, green
paint will be put over the football lines, according to
Crosby.
"We couldn’t re-schedule the spring game," Crosby
said. "NCAA rules say that you only get a certain number
of days after you begin practice to play your spring
football game.
"Coach I Jacki Elway didn’t want to start practice
before Easter because then the players would have a week
off just 4 they were getting started," Crosby said. ’He
) Elway didn’t want the game on any other day.
"It could be worse. Originally there was a rock
concert scheduled for Sunday, but it never came off,"
Crosby said.
"It’s not going to be the greatest thing in the world,
but we’ll find a way to live with it," Crosby said. "But if
the weather is bad, we’ll have a real problem."

STUPID

Exclusive Engagement Rated R

A[

The
Daisy
Wheel

Netters successful
in PCAA title defense
The SJSU Spartans
successfully defended their
PCAA tennis title in Long
Beach Monday and yesterday, beating the host 99ers
in the 1980 PCAA tennis
championships.

Jeff Kiine, driving a Mazda RX-7, races in the International Motor Sports Association GT race at
the opening weekend of competition for the 1 980 season at Laguna Seca last Sunday.

In short, sports cliches and terminology have become
so convenient that they can answer almost any question in
life.
’What is the meaning of life?"
"To take one game at a time and play up to our
potential. On any given Sunday"
The next step is obvious: the sports cliches and terminology book that will give you sayings for any situation
or question which can arise.
Patented answers that will make you sound intelligent, despite moronic tendencies.
The use of imagination and flair in the writing on our
parts has already become stagnant. Why not stop the
wheels completely?
Maybe-when we do, we can finally find out the true
meaning of what it means to get "untracked."

Brash topped Bill Porter of Long Beach State, 64, 3-6, 6-2, in the finals,
while Carlsen downed the
49ers’ David Nicholson, 6-4,

Term Papers
Reports
Manuscripts
Resumes
Pick-up &
Delivery

a straight set loss to Fresno
State’s Len Szafaryn.
Besides the No. I team,
no SJSU doubles team
could garner a victory in
the tournament. But Brash
and Batten were leading
their Fresno State opponents handily at press
time.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE llNIVERSITY

A

SPARTAN 0
11th & SAN CARLOS
(1 BLK. from CAMPUS)
75 Washers
and Dryers
NO WAITING

FREE PARKING
In space no one can hear you scream.
ALIEN

$ EXTRA MONEY $
Remedy

Temporary

can

Services

help you. We have long and short
term

clerical

and

industrial

jobs.

Come and meet us on Thurs., 5/8/80, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Career Planning and Placement Office,
Bldg.

CI,

"A SUPERB
WAR EPIC..."

a7

The Wednesday Cinema
Tonight & Tomorrow
$1.50

7 & I 0 P.M.

Morris Dailey Auditorium

room 7A.

1762 Technology Dr., Suite 112
San Jose, California 95112
287-2879

AN FIGHT COURSE FEAST
THAT LEAVES YOU HUNGRY
FOR MORE
NEWSWEEK

R

I WANT YOU...

BEGINS TOMORROW

Bug Problems?

3665 First St San Jose 294-3800

Its stupid to pay more when we II make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 4C.
And 3’’2( overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8C.
No minimums

WE’VE
GOT
THEM.

KINKO’S COPIES
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
(408) 2955511
123 SO THIRD ST. (408) 2954336

to work with me at
VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!

SAN JOSE ART
Paint
tiVal:paper Co.

Let us convert your college degree
into an executive position in one
of more than 40 career fields. Find
out if you can apply what you’ve
learned in college to a job with challenge and demand.
It’s an opportunity that offers
you an excellent salary, 30 days of
paid vacation a year, a chance for
graduate education, plus much,
much more. Call: SS’It Pete Tompkins
1910

Camden

Ave. San

Jose,

Sur
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same great locationlservice for 12 years

All Work Guaranteed

openings available for ride operators. entertainers, food workers. merchandise & games
workers and picnic helpers.
Part time weekends and full time summer.
Employee parties, field trips plus special end
of Summer BONUS. Apply in person 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Frontier Village -- Monterey Road -- One
mile south of Capitol Expressway.

classifieds

1 980

’71

Manager
Golden Gate
Language School 591 W Hamilton
Ave
No Ill, Campbell Pad l time
now, lull time July Gen office and
accounting
pup
Typing,
basic

radials. gauges

conversa tonal

70 VW SUS 2nd engine, one owner.
good mileage
eves wkends

Announcements

yeirWANTED, -Sate- ball c8relnooks and world SEM OrollramS,
at, lographs,
sports
statues,
memorabolia. QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus Tower 762. or Call 137
0141
S T UDENT Dental Plan. Take care
il your mouth and save money too co, 011 now.! Information at A.S.
011.ce, or call 371 6811.
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We collect newspaper. citrd
hoard, glass, aluminum and tin
cans, (please flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries Were licrOSS
from Spartan Stadium on the corner
7th and Hurnbolt his. Bring
your recyclables and come out and
support us Volunteers welcome.

of S

BEERMAK ING
OUR kit selling for 529.95 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
iI cents per 6 pack alter that.
Simple Instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends

will

insist

in

coming

to
After all,

YOUR pad in the future
where can they get a European Price
malt beer with 5 percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it. We’ll
owe you individual instruction, or
lust be happy to rap more with you
oil Friday nights from 7 to 10 in the
Beerrnakers Pub, next door to the
store

52,000

Call 386 7960.

MUSTANG 202 3 spit
mops
Runs good (
pain’, Must sell $1,500 or best offer
Call Dave at 294 8330

San Jose. 281 6647
Store open wed thru Sat.. 9 a.m. to
6 p Fn., 4 days.
ARE you graduating? What better
time to have a beautiful award
winning color

portrait created by
John Eric Paulson Call John at 448
2388
SJSU GSU Gay Student Union is a
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men GSU provides a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity to meet, learn about

MEMMEMEMMEME
For Sale
EmEmommmEmmi
SHREDDED FOAM BUSIER .6$
cents per lb. No limit. Call 29029S4,
SASS: Fender Precision with Case.
Walnut finish, extellent Condition.
5375 or eller. Call 26749116.

Wednesdays

2276 Maywood Ave.
P.0 Box MS, San Jose 95109. Call
98 0755

SJSU
COUNSELING
Services:
vailable 10 all students who Would
In help with vocational, personal
academic concerns. Come see us
our new office in Room 223, Ad
iel
on Budding. 7th and San
ernando streets. Call 277-2946.
ALL the School of Ballet Arts toe
nfo. in classes at new spacious
udiro. 1186 Lincoln a ve Auditions
? upcoming performances. Call

to , write to Capricorn Industries,
iu 1614, Palo Alto, CA 94302

and

6ieria

Club

is

ponsoring a "Russian Rover Canoe
rip" on May 10 and IL For in
weekly
attend
our
eetings on Tuesday at 7 30 p m. in
Non
Guadalupe Room
S.0
rmatton,

m bees are welcome!
HE SKI CLUB’S Barn Dance is
nday. May 4. starting at 4 p.m.
beer, square
and more I
non me

only
.bers,

SS
at

LECTIONS on Thursday, M11 IL in
nigineertng 132 at 7.30 p.m. Come
I to the most important meeting of
PARTY

on

lurday May 10 at 10 a.m. Bring
or own too& beer provided. Let’s
rty before finals get here!
EREATERS ANNONYMOUS No
es or fees or care Telephone: C
UR AGE
will
E RRA CLUB: benny 0
ak on "The Natural History of
pal," Tues.. at 7 30 p.m. in the
U. Guadalupe Room. Information
ncerning the May lu1
"Russian
may also be
ver Canoe Trip’
tamed at the meeting.
--RTNER WANTED: Want to net
h quick? How hard are you
’long to work tor ill Ever wanted

For

in.

No. 3/,

EASY extra income: 5100 to 11,000
stamped

envelope

Pl.,

Los Angeles,

CA

No. 3. Call 2443100,

Also.

growing, dynamic organualion with

2032,
or wrote
Pendleton,
5535
Westmont Road, Whittier, CA 110601

12

MARANTZ

Model

FREE TICKETS, Hear millionaire
who’s income is in top 1 percent of
U.S. discuss the 3 best business
opportunities for the 106 Contact
Jim at 371 5074 for more into

yearS

experience.

Top

NG
Connie and Gary 9670793

PRIVATE room. Kitchen ono., 1/2

missionspaid in advance. 5 hour day.
Will train. Call 4441521.
SALES oriented students wanted.
Industrious, active, to develop Sales
organization be S.F Chronicle and

rates Call 2694674.

week. Year round lob if floured. Call
collect 14151 4565711.

LOST:

calm

counselors,

I

and kitchen
assistants. Non-smoking. 6,000 acre
co-ed ranch camp June 15 to Aug. 30.

TYPING:

Term

Accurate.

SI/pg.,

Stripes,

and

CAT

at

SJSU.

Female,

line of
kits
and

manufacturing
and
Showroom
facilities
in
San
Jose.
Sounds
Unique. 2624793, Open Tues-Fri., 1

warranty

-LOST: Thurs, 4/27. Bike Bell helmet
and gloves m Education Bldg., or

with

local

service

6. Sat., noo134.

Travel
Personals
BUDGET FLIGHTS 1980

the

of

Department

UNWANTED hair removed

willing to work with management
team in downtown Toky0, One the
exciting

DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
you want to settle an argument? Do

trains

you

Apply in person at 210 South
1st No. 22IS or call 397.4664. Over 14,

and

opinion?

develop

and

want

to

get

man,

II

someone

in

elses

own car.
CAB drivers needed. Full and part.
time drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 25 years of age or older. Male and
female. All shifts available. Call
King Cabot 293.9044,

of
processing
phases
business
applictions.
Starting
salary of 517,000 per annum, plus
liberal housing, cost of living,
retirement, medical in rrrrrrr and
fringe
fits.
other
Only

440.374-0906.

energetic,
goal oriented
and
promotion minded need apply. Write
PaCifiC Stars and Stripes, ATTN:

Ni
Marro? Hi Tuna!
Cupcake? Ho Little Charlie! Love.

CMP-CPO, APO San

Ileeber (Quack, Quack, Quaebl.

Send

plication.

info,

$4.95

for

ay

referrals

to

CRUISEWORLD 20, 2530 Watt Ave.,
B ox 60139, Sacramento, CA 95660,
MUM
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay!

3535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento, CA
9540.
AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Round up ride operators ... Security.
Sales.
Immediate
part
time
openings, full time summer. Apply
VILLAGE

FRONTIER

AMUSEMENT
terey Road.

PARK,

EXCELLENT

pay

nours

Nursing

and

41I5

and

Mon,

flexible

clerical

per

sonnet needed Aides 1,6/hr. LYN’s
RN’s 59/hr.
SUM.
Clerical at
various rates.
Some experience
needed

C11 New

Horizons at 344

SUMMER POSITIONS: Montecito.
Sequoia Camp for Girls in High
Sierra needs Poem counselors 130
teach: Eng West Roding,

up) to
Tennis,

Crafts,

Archery,

Port Angeles, Washington 90362.
THE House of Genie in San Jose is
looking for a TEPPAN-YAK I COOK
for a Japanese steak house. Call
14081 3864139 after $ p.m. Ask for
Kenny.
POLICE Officer, City of San Jose.
Must be bilingual, SPent./11.1111.1h
21 to 34 years of age. 2 years of
college. Fluent in Spanish. For more
information, call WO Recruiting
at 277-4951.

you and are held in strictest con.
faience. So. for advice, write Dear

John.

P.O. Sox 21026, San Jose. CA
90151. For recorded message call

PARENTS: Would you be in r
in exchanging child care for a night

WANTED:

Female

to

log and
light
meal
preparation for disabled female.
03.50 per hr. 12 hrs. per week. Call
219 1996.

HOST/11 SS. French restaurant. Part
time, eves and wknds. 54/hr. Most
be It, Call Emile’s Swiss Affair at
219 1960,

1

GET DUALITY TYPING FOR LESS
55! Resumes, term papers. FAST!
ACCURATE. Call Jean at 9264371.

Discount student rates. Call 2724520.

MEMEMMEMMEME

No blood test required
No waiting

MOTHER

LODGINGS.

Two

street

OLSON’S
houses across

campus. Kitchen, linen, maid service, TV, and parking. 545 per wk.
shared, 5611 to 56S per wk. single. 122
North 0th St. Call 998.0223.

Reverend Donald
9900149 (Any time)
LOOKING
for
a
photographer?
Your

wedding
wedding

JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Dec.? guys and gals. Kitchen, game

photographs by John Eric Paulson.
Photography are expressions of
love, soft, elegant and universally

room,

understood.

SAN

color

TV.

linen

fireplace,

and

maid

courtyard,

Office 122 North 0th St, Call
9/8-0223.
FEMALE roommate, nowsmolter,
serious student wanted to rrrrr 2
bdrtn., 2 ha. apt, near Westgate. 10.
15 min. from campus. 5175 plus 1/3
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
faction’s Call 357.8934 after II p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 250
9454.
COUPLE with child to share 4 bdrm,
house near campus with couple with

For the finest award
winning photography, call John at
440-2316.

and

rrrrr nsibolitoes.

SI

utilities

6300

per

3

Nile
- denizen
Formed
- breve
Diving bird
River into the
Caspian Sea
53 Certain voters:
Abbr.
54 Sum, -, fui...
56 Pit fle!

48
49
50
51
52

tali

113

111

111
23

22UN
14

/111

MEI

27

1111

ADVENTURE
the Alps, sail in

31

ill

34

36

39

38

40

41

write for brochure

94

243 4870

45

42U43
46
48

istai

52

53

66
111

II

58

Id

59

61

5/7180
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
BOUM OMMON LI R I A-

splendors of the Amazon bungle and
much, much more Dates June 19 to
August S Campus site Arequipa,
the city of eternal springtime. This
will be a total immersion expertence
in Peruvian culture. Ad l now! Dead

13000 MONO IMMO
OMOM MOOMMUU000
NUOULMON UMUOMO
NUM
M000
MOWOMM OUNNUONO
oom mom
mmmo
ammo mom UMMOM
NOM BOMMO 000
ORMUUMOR MOURN
RCM
MOO@
MO0000 MMOMOMON
000110MUMNM OROM
mI!JIIA BOOM NOW
I1W3L MUM MOO

line for reduced rates, May II, 1940
Dr.
Roland Hamilton,
Dept. of Foreign Languages. Call

Contact:

Typing

TRAVELER’S
INSURANCE...
Coverage for accident, trip Can-

1111

18

277 2576.

cellation and baggage. Call
243-41171.

24 Fatty secretion
25 Addis 26 Indonesian fabric
treatment
27 Reluctant
28 Fibber of radio
fame
29 Of space
30 Perfective
endeavor
35 Ankle part
36 Currently
37 --Carlo
Menotti
38 Proclivity
43 Aerie occupant
44 "Holy of -"
45 The McCoy:
Abbr,
47 Have other fish

mizial

4

ENTERTAINMENT FOR WOMEN:
Male cake popper for your next
bridal shower or bachelorette party
Call/lick at 2444344,

5/7/80

14601
TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed. Experienced
in masters, reports, dissertations

MALE STRIPPER
Entertaining for women

Approved
Graduate
by
SJSU
Department. IBM Set, if, South San
Jose, Blossom Valley area. Call

Paul’s Party Favor
395 7033
tam. 6 p.m

child SHARE II child care, 21 coop food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace. II patio, private yard and
garden

18
19
23

SUMMER 110 IN PERU
Earn college credit while entoying
the fabulous Intl Raymi festival in
Cuzco, the art treasures of Lima, the

ConIrdential Legal

from

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Doughnut’
shaped surfaces
Reflected
Seclusion
Umps?
"At liberty"
"- the Top"
Paddock mamas
Usher
Arrests
Otherwise
DOWN
Nickname in
baseball lore
One of the Aides
Sign of disuse
Newly formed
Brochures
Arrests
Vex
Mss men
Reckon
West Pointers
Diva’s forte
Urban problem
Seaver and
namesakes
Max or Buddy
Manhandler
Eastern
European

NM

British Isles and W Med ports See
London, Cannes, Bizerte, Rome. For
information, Call Karen Davies at
262 3131.

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Restdent clergy

48
51
55
57
58
59
60
61
62

16

TIRED of dull lectures? Combine
study with pleasure on 4 week tour of

lobs. Call Roy at 2944917.

Housing

47

111

"Outdoor
Specialists "
LOCAL
OUTINGS
custom made ion groups, r o 12 days
length

AND HAULING. Have
large truck. vait
for all sorts of

BEEMEEEEEEME

2

17

MOVING

Janet at 227.9524

and

month.

Call Don or

RATES

ROOMMATE needed to share new 3
berm. house 10 win, from SJSU. 1200
mo. plus I/30111. Call 25941137,

Print Your Ad Here:
1count approximately 30 letters and spares ’preach hnel
Each
adth

VISITING

lather 136,
writer)
room or sleeping space in
SJSU area Ma y 4-11. Local ref. Call

One

rwo

Mr.

Four

Frye

day

days

eters

clays

chrys

Uonal
day

3 Imes

$200

2 50

75

90

3 00

50

46nas

2 50

3 00

3 15

3 10

350

50

5 buss

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

400

6 Nuts

3 50

4 00

4 25

4 40

450

needs

free

do

0

St , Santa Clara

Each addrnonal line add
50

CUTE COTTAGE
campus

5235ri00

50

40

50

Minrmunr Three Lines One Oity
Call

narnr.

50

Andres,

2007339 today, Please!

for

backpack

or

Eloper. Call 14151 961-8612.

neat. 5175/mo. Call Sal at 294.2341.

444405.

..

Driver. 6/17 to 8/13 or full season.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Real nice 2
brm.. 2 ba. apt., 10 min, from school.
Pool, suan, rec room, tennis. lam
an Aero senior Must be over II and

CALL 280-6706

.

Greece, raft in Alaska or even ex
plore Atrtra on loot Get out with
Adventure untque. It Washington

Services

Near bus. Ca119464111.
CAN YOU TYPE?

books

INTERNATIONAL

so, call Laurie at 2954149. I have one
boy, 9 years old.

ALSO NEEDED: Secreatry, Ass’I.
Cooks,
, Gen Main?, Boat

travel

chips. Trip was first place prize Woll
Sell for SISCI. can Jim at 2794629.

weekend or a week this summer? If

Fatal 295.74311.

CAN YOU LEARN?
DO YOU, CAN YOU?

find

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE. 3 days.
2 nights at hotel of your choice
Includes one dinner and 580 in casmo

MARRO?

DELI OPENING
Sandwich
and checkers
needed. Full or part time, weekends.
5 miles from campus in Milpitas.

to

converters ... Camping
Club Med ... Open 7 days
Mon.Fri, 94, Saturday, 9-5, Sunday.
noonS. TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
NINO COMPANY, Charter Travel
Specialists, 444 E. William Street
(10th and Wm), San Jose, CA 95117
Call 14011 392-1613.

Dramatics,
Riflery,
Photo-Yrblo,
Fenching, Tech Theater. "E.S.L."

MEN!

travel. Summer 00 0,
. Send
S3.00 for information to SEAFAX.
Dept. C.6. First and Laurel

Hard

Creative

parking, S45 per week shared, $65
per week single, 202 South 11th
WOMEN! Jobs on Skips!
American, foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay, worldwide

Term papers,

reports. hi/pg. double spaced. Call
Gayle at 20.6079

voltage

fours .

965473,

service,

5552.

and Mexico Travel ... Youth
Hostel Cards .. Student ships and
... Insurance .. Wide map
selection ... Luggage ... Backpacks

Then write. Dear John
Now you can get "A man’s point of
view. InClude any name and address
you Choose. All replies are mailed to

newlyimplemented data
processing department handling all

isco, CA

Student

ferested, call 791-2301.

handicapped

citing potential for person with skill
manage

International

Identity Card issuance ... Eurail,
Student Rail and BritRall passes
O
lob placement ... USA,

a

world’s

to

Et,

Avaiiable:
with

San
Jose,
Eastsode,
Cupertino,
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible

experience

cities.

(including Laker) .
Hawaii
Mexico ... Europe ... Asia ... Africa
.. Australia ... USA. Travel Services

Confidential.
355
S.
Maywood Ave. San Jose. Call 347

Specialist.

Sales Course. CALL 249 5275.

most

Domestic

and
international
let
flights
anywhere at discount fares. We also
represent all charter operations

WORK available now in Southwest

worldwide!

neat and

$S.00 DISCOUNT COUPON lust for
calling
KEY
WACKERS
Typing
Professional
Service.

Call Gayle at 267.6079.

ACROSS
1 Word with handed or headed
5
Coins in
the Fountain"
10 Stage line-up
14 Astringent
15 Midnight meals
16 Singer Guthrie
17 Where Cubs or
Tigers play
20 Intermission
21 Construction
members
22 Comes by
23 Stain of a sort
24 Fencing gear
27 Word with upper
or lower
31 Israeli
statesman
32 Abominate
33 Dernier 34 Diamond
data
39 Where: Lat.
40 Rouge et 41 - de soie
42 Progresses
44 Tourist stops
46 - impasse

San Carlos St, REWARD. Call 277
2946, Education 201,

WOULD like to flnd female to be

Sailing E opedttions 1
Sailing Camps. No experience, good
Pelf. Summer, career. Nationwide.

spaced.

Fast,

1910 Loa Ample/ limes Sysakele

complete

Call 2384944 or 3924357.

Western Pacific. We need a dynamic
and ambitious self -stainer seeking
an excellent career opportunity

WOMEN!

reports.

double

TYPING: Accurate

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

a

advertised systems use but at 1/3 to
1/2 the cost. Full manufacturers

1446.

MEN!

papers.

II

reasonable rates Call 251,4167

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Looks like choc. pt.
Stomach
shaved
and
stitches. White flea collar. ’’Sissy:’

Defense newspaper for U.S. military
and government employees in the

hours

Seleclric II. Call 9114

Selectric

reef, honest information given on
We
etc.
quality,
performance,

WHOLESALE to the public.Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and

Siamese.

DRIVERS: Melody Ice Cream Co
Full or part time. Apply 9-I Om. 3111
N. Montgomery I blk. No. of Julian,

SYSTEMS ANALYST AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMER in COBOL
by the Pacific Stars
urgently

and

Ex
Fast

TYPING
IBM

COUNTS on over 250 mator brands
of equipment. Good prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING. Cur

manufacture
I
quality

Hyrnalayan.

Lit

HIRING

S.J. Call Mr. Scotts, 204-7610,

P

TYPING
PROFESSIONAL
//armored. Reasonable rams

TYPING -- my home. Professional.
IBM Selectric. Call Sue at 2461592.

TYPING by Kathy. Professional and

required. Call 12491847 5269,

Training

Selecfric

IBM

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Reports,
theses,
,
using
automatic typing. Call 2494412, S.C.

expertenced
1370.

65

Internship

FAST, accurate professional typong
Eu per renced. Reasonable rrrrr Cali

highest fidelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

Lost and Found

high
against
guaranteed
missions Can earn 5100 to 5300 per

wage
com

room
and
board.
Plus
Salary
Located
between
Oakdale
and
Sonora, Calif. Personal interview

PlannIng

TYPIST, All kinds of
NEED
typing done on an 11100 Correcting
Selectric II Reasonable Rates Cii

SAVE THIS AD!!!
Before you purchase any hill, car
stereo, TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG DIS

I’M
DESPERATE!!
Lt.
blue
bookbag lost near Student Union. 520
reward. I.D. Bob Pudenna. Call 2799601 or 2461407.

Minimum

o FOOT burgundy colored couch.
Excellent condition. SSO. Call Linda
at 29S-0274 after 5 p.m.

Pummel.’

typist

BERKELEY
Typing
*genet!
Professional services, reasonable
rates Open 10 5, M F Call 210 6706
or stop by 414 E. William Street.
Suite 10 (between 9th and 10th
streets)

Wee

PROFESSIONAL editing. Theses,
dissertations, etc Reasonable. Call
Ms Bernell at 374 70117

cow

selors, horseback riding instructors,

CAMPUS

IBM

day delectiye exchange with OP
?Iona! S year parts AND labor
from
dtrect
wholesale
Shipped

Call 2404671.

FIREBRICKS:
Used. Oven. hi.
temp Perfect for kiln. $0 cents each.
Call 261 SOH days. Ask for John.

Help Wanted

Experienced

Janet 4126S 1551
GOOD

typist. Fast

TYPING: Thesis, term papers etc
Experienced and last. Reasonable

3 DORM. turn. apt. near campus for

rrrrr

Call Jeannle al 274 197S

TV’s,
protection systems.
video recorder/cam, and games All
items new in factory sealed cartons
with full manufacture warranty 30

tone sales. Sell /or toll
stations in California. Joon a fast

NOW

PLAYBOYS. from Sept ’73 to
present Make an offer Call 1236695
after 4 p m

unlimited. Call Vital 968 9303

for the car, home, stage or studio

2220

Amp/Receiver, 3 Marantz Imperial
SG speakers, frequency response
50/41 to 10kHz, 5250. 3306664.

reasonable

I,

RADIO

NW

VG.
4 see
TOYOTA Corolla
MINI cond. A/C. AM,FM radio,
tires $2,000 Cali 277 8570

with

components,
brands
of
stereo
compacts, portables and accessories

rent during June, July. August. 5315,

engine. etc. Best offer. Call 213499

MINT manager
rent. Call 391-7431.

13,200
MOTOGU 2 ZI,
Mc,
s. Faring, crash bars, floor
eds. $2,300, Call 3744601

service

PROFESSIONAL cop

electronics
nearly 300

PART FUR N 2 bdrm. Victorian apt
blk.from Science Bldg Upstairs, 2
people, eels S300/mo. 301 S 3rd SI ,

ENTERPRISES.

90007

ADVERTISING account rep. with
popular medium. Sales/graphics.
S’s/PT. E seer., self motivated. Call

Craig 81259 2372

trio Call 3534054.

or 4914925. Ask for Ad. or Bob.

1039 Shrine

emery.

BUICK Special wagon. Needs
omission work Good tires. POO.

accurate.

complete

morel

SAN JOSE ’62 VW BUG
Not
drivable, but over 62,000 worth of
salvageable parts, i.e., new sunroof.
new seats, newly rebuilt undamaged

own your own company or corpl
you are really serious. there’s no
e like the present to start. Give
a calf at 294 5633 and ask for

Automotive

ROOM for rent t-ci-si foreign -student
American family home Call Bette

consumer

accurate typing/editing on
II
Theses. etc
Words

Seleclric

0445 eves before 10 p.m , or wknds

_

at 1166-7355 eves.

SUMMER rooms to rent close to
.Cull 3194629
campus. Bargain

listings.

till.1141.

Reasonable rates Call Goldie at 262

!IMUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from A.E AU
010
ENTERPRISES
is
SJSU’s

2480

TIVE’S ASSI

typing

PROFE SSIONAL

Deadlines guaranteed Call 274 197$

4441154

SI/pg and up. IBM
Selectric.
All
work
Call Kitty at 314 3099

proofread

price quotes or more info, SMWFS,
1010 10. Ask for KEN. Look to A.E
for the widest selecIton of the

dancing,

rote Ranch. South on Monterey
ighway Get maps from any office.

house

formation, send 53 to Alasco. Box
16515 Sabado rrrrr

elc

alter 3 p.m

on

1479 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.

NOW.

BEACH

industry

fetters,

near

available

resumes
Duality
work
at
le rates. Call THE EXECU

Term papers, resumes,

school. Male or female. 1131/me.
Call Mike or Dace at 2154376

Call 377-9624 alter 3 p.m.
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good pay. MOO to 52.000
, fisheries,
monthly. All

mails,
graphs
etc
So Valley area Call
KATHIE al 571 1216, 9 a m tutpm
I am also on the Graduate Office
Reasonable

Correcting

buying

referrals to Lakeworld 24, Box 60129,

OU can earn big money on the mail
rder business! With some time and
flort, you can earn some money to
ay for the things you want, For

year

B USBOY/WAITER positions open.
E xperience preferred, will tram.

Stereo

DEXTER

ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc. Send
S4.95 for application, information,

56

280-6161.

!orates.

FAST,

lor apet
ROOM

T PING
My firm can handle
anything from one letter to large
Report,, manuals or
mail lists

Approved Typist List.

TO:

Iton.

rides

washers. 374 S. 1st St., San Jose. Call

TYPING By A PROFESSIONAL 10
yrs erip Resumes, theses reports
eilaes, terril report,. !o’er >. do<

TYPING

block to SJSU. Near Lucky’s. Prefer
responsible male Student. Call NU

51,600 to 63,800 summer. Thousands
restaurants,
needed.
Casino’s,

tc. Call (4151793 S311

Deliveries by the art.,

San Jose, CA 91119, for appt.

,

By TOy Collector. Top
rices paid for All European Toy
an in ORIGINAL or MINT con
such as English Dinky.
reach Dinky. Corgi, Tekno, Rami,

deposit
Share
5100
6125
plus
ulitities Pool and laundry facilities
Write. W.M. Igeo, P0. Box 26635,

sell

ere for details Only one month left

ANTED,

Your

guaranteed stuffing envelopes. Send

JOBS!

elore Ireedorn!

masterpiece..

TWO bedroom turn apt, for rent
1370/mu plus deposits Call 2$7 1590

SUMMER lobs: Kubota Rest
is now hiring lunch and dinner wadrrrrrr,
/er, busboys, cooks and dish.

teaching, oil
1910 employer

a

COSMOS Products. 664 College Are.,
Palo Alto, CA 94306. Postage paid.

Crutseships!

thirstier. May I at 1:30
ngineertng 132
Make yourself
The Barn
card!
Sign up now
nce is finally here! Sunday, May
from 4 If at Coyote Ranch. Look

B ECOME

lace reproduced from your photo
Pencil {IS
his S20
Send photo.
address and phone number to Phil.
796 N Henry, San Jose. CA /5117

distributors to your door in II to 16
days! Call 255 5550 for complete

II -3416 or 266.6114.
CI CLUB is electing new officers on

with
other

Serious. 21 okra, non
FEMALE
smoker wanted to share 1 berm . 2
ba burn apt. 2 blocks from SJSU

Goleta, CA 30111.

79.GAYS.

misers.

Must
have
experience
foreigners.
in
interest

7.1980

5

101 FREE magazines! Complete lost
of 101 magazines you can subscribe
to free. Wheels: Wildlife, Science,
B usiness. Travel. etc Send 52 to

meets 7:30 pm Wednesdays in the
Women’s Center
For more in
ormation on any of our events, Call

EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women.

required

cul rrrrr C113744954
’69 PlAT 174 Sport Cal.. CNISSicl
Looks and runs great. Must milt
Call 73016960, 237-9521.

themselves and each other and
relevant social issues We meet in
the S.U. at 8 p.m every Thurs. in
Council Chambers Lesbian Caucus

dogs,

Spanish

Examiner

BE ERMAKERSOF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street

TTENTION

OFF ICE

May

2/S

Semester Rate tall I

1944
Cheek Classificanon

50

Coty

E

loser]

S

De

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

530 00

277-3175

STUDIO apartment, I block from
campus. 4235/mo. Utilities paid. Call

OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

991-0149.

ROOM near cmpus
Kitchen and
laundry onto, Non smoker Call 295
7031

Announcments

Help Warped

Automotive

Housony

For Selo

Lost and Found

Personals
iirei
Stereo

Deadlone. Iwo days pnur to punka’s,.
Consecutive Oribitration dales only
No refunds on cant plied ads

UI
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Stokely Carmichael and
senate hopefuls talk today

C BECKUM

/A/ ONLY FIVE (44YS H
ii/4 Riche’ Ger /Alm
A PYRAMID rAcm,

MONEY, MONEY MONEY I
ZACK YOU’VE GOTrA
GET IN A PYRAM if)

NOT EVEN SMALL CIOINSE.

forum at 11 a.m.,featuring Rod Diridon, the Democratic
candidate; Dan O’Keefe, Republican; and Bill White, the
Libertarian candidate.
The 12th District senate seat was vacated by Jerry
Smith and a special election resulted in a runoff among
the three candidates, to take place during the June
primaries. SJSU is included in the 12th District.
At 1 p.m., Carmichael will give a presentation on
"Pan-Africanism," or global Africanism.
Carmichael, will also discuss black nationalism at the
event, sponsored by the Black Student Union and the
Associated Students.
Both events are free and open to the public.

Black activist Stokley Carmichael, who changed his
name to Kwame Toure. and three candidates in the 12th
District state senate race will participate in discussions at
two major speaking events in the Student Union Ballroom
today.
College Republicans are sponsoring the political

CB

u

SIC

spartaguide
SJSU College Republicans will sponsor the state
senate candidates 112th
district in a question-andanswer forum at 11 a.m. today in the S.U. Ballroom.
For further information,
call Harry Ruelas at 415)
581-7495.
The SJS University
Club will sponsor -A Diamonds Workshop" with
speaker Willard Marshall
at 12:30 and 7:30 p.m. today
at the University Club, 408
S. Eighth St. For further information, call Dr. Konishi
at 277-2672.

1980 fall Daily editor Boni Brewer

Fall 1980 Daily
editor named

The National Press
Photographers Association
will hold its last meeting at
7 tonight in the Journalism
Building, room 117. For incall
Kyle
formation,
Brehm at 227-0637.

Born Brewer, Spartan full-tme person who just
Daily reporter who covered writes human interest
the CSUC Board of stories."
Trustees and the university
Brewer said she
administration, has been
considers the Spartan
selected to be fall 1980
Daily
a
"campus
Spartan Daily editor.
newspaper with its emBrewer, a senior, was phasis on the students."
the only candidate for the
been
Brewer has
position
This semester
working as a clerk with the
was the first time in at
Mercury News
least 15 years that one San Jose
since 1978 and has had
person ran unopposed,
paid editing exaccording to adviser Roger some
perience.
Budrow.
Brewer worked on the
"The paper should campus paper at De Anza
have more human interest College as news editor,
stories," Brewer said. where she received her
"Maybe we should have a A.A. degree in journalism.

The Black Students of
Engineering will meet at 6
tonight in the S.U. Pacheco
Room.
The San Jose State
Sailing Club will organize
an around the world sailing
expedition at 7 tonight in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
For information, call Clint
Callahan at 292-8955.
Associated Students
will have a council meeting

for dry mix and canned sauce formulation,
recipe development, food styling
and consumer correspondence.
Degree in food and nutrition or food
science with two to five years
experience. Must be creative with food.
Accurate typist.
Claudia Garcia
P.O. Box 24204
Oakland, CA 94623

who wants
Vtit,
t
o?
to be
4 ./T1

Nor nov. Not you Not ., , 1,,
There’s a new attirtide
14)
lie.e onion Irsto get thing.i
ng
It:.1111 in the’ right direction and not tall
behind it a spirit it puiIin tiotether
And wo irking tioward being first rate In
crthing
eollectiveh and
indie idualh
Its an attitude that’s retleted in
the al mins it ,,ur voung re Tie on
college campuses Tho,

Career Planning and
Placement will have a Job
Hunting Techniques meeting at 2:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. For
information, call Cheryl
Alhnen at 277-2816.
Delta Tau Kappa,
Social Science Honor
Society, will have a panel
discussion at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Business
Building, room 14.
MEChA will have CMco De Mayo Cultural Night
at 7:30 tonight in the Old
Science Building, room 112.
For information, call
Danny Garza at 277-2242.
Xerox
Copies
1 ’he Each
self service
254 minimum

ALL
AMERICAN
COPY INC.
407 E Santa Clara St.
295-6600/295-7778
Bus Hrs. M -F 8-8: Sal 10-6

formation, call 251-2228.
Black Student Union
will have a speaker at 1
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.
For information, call Karen Lee at 2884/11.
Heed Magazine presents Poetry and More Poetry at 7:30 tomorrow night
at Jonah’s Wail, 10th and
San Carlos streets. For in-

Gay Student Union will
elect new officers and have
a potluck at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the A.S. Council
Chambers, third level of
the Student Union.

tomorrow night in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 231.
For information, call Jeff
Beatty at 292-2282.

Spartan Pub presents
New Wave bands at 8 p.m.
on Thursdays and jazz
from 4 to 7 p.m. on Fridays.

o Have and To Hold
;

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will have a
large group meeting at 7:30

TEACHERS LEARN!

Wedding Package Includes
Bridal gotiguel
Mod of Honor Bouquet
2 Mother s Corsages
2 lather s goutonmers.
and Church Arrengemenis
4+"

only

fMoth and Science
IN THE

PEACE CORPS

doing better and impn.ving the system
where it needs improvement.
Arm) ROT( : would like to talk to
students who share these concerns
Nil, hi the Department of Military
ienc e on camp!s and tind onot hi AV
WU Lan graduate with Kith a college
degree and an offii. Cr., commission.
( MA! ROT( a new look. You
nught see something vim like.

"Call Chris Clarke at 277-2985 for more information."

ARMY ROTC

LEARN WI IAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

COUPON
$5 OFF
Every Order over S30
Coupon expires 9 30 80

availably

246-7272
Si))) Si on Blvd
3294 El Camino Real
Santa Clara

PUBLIC NOTICE . . . STEREO LIQUIDATION
Musicar Stereo Liquidators, a manufacturer’s representative, will dispose of their inventory
surplus of stereo equipment. The items listed below will be sold on a first -come, first -served
basis at Howard Johnsons, 5405 Stevens Creek Blvd. (Conference Room), Santa Clara, CA.
Sunday, May 11th, 1980

10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
a

ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
Value

5

Only AM, FM Cassette
Car Stereos In Dash

$159

Disposal
Price

$39

Only AM. FM Cassette
I V Digital Readout

Disposal
Price

$289 $149

r, Only AM FM8 Irk

each

5

Car Stereo In Dash

$139

$39

Pair Only Trooxiol Car
AV Speakers. Giant Mags

$119

Only 8 -Track Car
LV Stereos Underdash

$ 69

$19

Only Graphic 7qualizers
Car. High Wattage

18 For

$159

each
rit, Only Cassette Car
AV Stereos. Underdash

$ 75

$29

ri Only AM RM B- Track
JAL Car Stereos. In Dash (Best) $165

$59

$189

$59

$

49

$179

$269 $139
each

me. Only AM FM Cassettes
ZZ For Car With Auto Reverse

$225

1781 Penwood St.
San Jose
272-4525
Mon thru Fri, 9 to 5

$69

$89
each

27

Only Power Boosters
For Stereo. High Wattage

$

89

$29
each

poor

Prof . Typing Service

$19
pair

Only AM FM Cassette
10 Dolby. 40 watts

each
Pair Only Modular
Li./ 4 -Way Speakers

$69
each

ete. Pa. -Only 2 -Way Car
L.1 Speakers. Dual Cone

each
Only AM FM Cassette
JO Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

$49
pair

each

each

Keywackers

$59.99
other plans

Apply now, start training
this summer as a Peace Corps
Volunteer. Reps on campus
today and tomorrow, outside
Student Union, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

each

Multi-Product East Bay Food
Manufacturer Seeks Food Scientist
or Home Economist

Send resume to:

at 3 p.m. today in the A.S.
Council Chambers, third
level of the Student Union.
For information, call the
A.S. office at 277-3201.

ALL MERCHANDISE COMES WITH FULL WARRANTIES!
Buy one or allot the above quantities listed- The public is invited
VISA, MASTER CHARGE, CASH or
PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED (with check guarantee card only)
One Day Only, Sunday, May 1 1 th

ONLY WHLE QUANTITIES LAST

a

